Pain in Athletes: Current Knowledge and Challenges
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Pain in athletes has been traditionally equated with tissue damage (i.e., an acute traumatic or overuse injury). However, chronic pain presents a challenge to team sports since it is not fully explained by ongoing biomechanical stress or overuse injury. Although biomechanical factors can indeed be a relevant nociceptive input for some individuals, it cannot be the main factor to explain pain in athletes.

Knowledge about pain has evolved during the last three decades from a cartesian (pain = tissue damage) into a multidimensional perspective in which several factors such as tissue overload, nociceptive gain, cognitive, emotional, behavioral, lifestyle and several other factors interact in complex ways, leaving the individual more or less prone to experience pain. It is well-known that chronic pain cannot be explained solely by patho-anatomical changes. Thus, a narrow focus on biophysical factors (e.g., structural, biomechanical) can contribute to misconceptions about pain, higher threat value of pain, protective behavior and foster disability. In addition, it can lead to overtesting (unnecessary exams), overtreatment (detection of clinically unimportant findings), overtreatment (unnecessary treatment for a condition that is not life-threatening or would never cause any symptoms) and high costs.

Although the International Olympic Committee (IOC) published a consensus on pain management in elite athletes enhancing the biopsychosocial approach, the clinical implications of applying current pain knowledge to clinical practice has been barely discussed. According to the IOC consensus, a rational approach to pain management in athletes begins with classifying the type of pain. In this aspect, pain can be classified by its time frame (i.e., acute or chronic), mechanism of onset (i.e., traumatic or non-traumatic) and according to its manifestation (i.e., gradual or sudden). Pain can be classified by its mechanisms as nociceptive, neuropathic or nociplastic. In chronic pain cases, pain can also be classified using the current version of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) as chronic primary pain (e.g., chronic non-specific low back pain) or chronic secondary pain, (e.g., chronic cancer pain, chronic posttraumatic and postsurgical pain, chronic neuropathic pain, chronic headache and orofacial pain, chronic visceral pain, and chronic musculoskeletal pain).

Adequate chronic pain management in athletes depends on identifying pain mechanisms and contributory factors considering a multidimensional perspective. For example, the most commonly reported risk factors for low back pain in sports were higher athlete training volumes, change to increased training load and history of low back pain. Nevertheless, psychosocial factors including emotional distress, symptoms of anxiety, catastrophic thinking, and pain-related fear, were associated with prolonged recovery and lower return to sport rates. Pain catastrophizing was reported as the most important factor associated with increased pain intensity in injured athletes. An athlete's psychological readiness to return to play was associated with the outcomes of rehabilitation. The literature presents evidence that pain-related fear, maladaptive beliefs, catastrophizing, and avoidance behavior are key factors in the development of disability in chronic musculoskeletal and primary pain conditions. The social domain is less commonly discussed in the literature and usually involves relationships, social support, engagement in care, environmental influences, and socioeconomic factors.

Although there have been substantial advances in pain knowledge, there are still some challenges to overcome to properly apply these concepts in sports. First, pain experience should be considered based on complex systems approaches, meaning that pain experience results from the dynamic and non-linear interactions among many (known and unknown) factors. Team sports should also be aware to avoid the pendulum swinging too far from a biophysical to a narrow psychosocial perspective. Thus, it is important not to overlook the "bio" in the multidimensional perspective,
since training parameters and biomechanical factors can be associated with some clinical conditions (e.g., lower limb tendinopathy). It is also important to recognize the limitations of the biopsychosocial model in which several factors (e.g., mental health, guilt, stigma, emotional support, feelings of shame, perceived injustice, interpersonal relationships, culture, class, macro socio-economic, political context, religiosity/spirituality, access to healthcare, sleep and nutrition quality) are rarely investigated and their influence on the athlete’s pain experience remains unknown. Second, the implementation of the current ICD classification for chronic pain in sports can contribute to better epidemiological data since definitions and reporting styles across studies present a broad variation. Third, focus on the biophysical factors (e.g., exams, tests) can lay aside patient’s perspective on wellness and care experiences. In this aspect, team sports should implement patient-reported outcome measures in their clinical pain assessment to establish patient-oriented evidence to better inform patient care decisions. Several measurement instruments have been developed and tested in non-athletes. Thus, efforts to develop athlete-specific or sport-specific assessment instruments should be done. Lastly, pain curriculum and training in undergraduate health care programs are insufficient in different disciplines and countries. Further discussion on the need and implementation of a specific course in pain and in sports in professional degree education programs should be considered.
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